
Financial Reporting 
App 

Focused view on Dimension balances gathered both with foreign and local currency 

persppective.  

Fast & Accurate Reporting 

Dynamics 365 gives the opportunity of using limitless financial dimensions according to oocus on 

business objectives. So how easily you can gather information from this valuable function. You can 

get data from outer resources as financial insights, power BI and management reporter as well. 

Now we have developed the advanced financial dimension reporting functions inside Dynamics 365. 

With FD Advanced Reporting you can run the report as the selected dimensions faster and accurate 

way. Generating the report you can query the ledger transactions for a spesific dimensional balance 

line. You can query the voucher and so on. Fully integrated solution assist you faster and accurate 

way of financial dimension reporting. 

Buying this app you will get an additional product that makes possible to generate reports with 

foreign currency amounts. This report will also work for dimensional trial balance and groups the 

balances according to the currency codes of the original transaction 



 

Business requirements for appropriate 
dimension usage also requires fast 
and accurate advanced dimension 
reporting. 

Revolution at Financial Reporting  

 

Companies using Dynamics 365, has a great advantage with the usage of financial dimensions. 

They can gather information per department, per business unit, per customer / vendor or per 

fixed asset with the stratey of company priorities. Most companies using Dynamics 365 Finance 

& Operations are using inancial dimensions for budgeting as well. Dynamics 365 has several 

tools for advanced reporting. These are third party solutions that can be implemeted easily. 

However as a Microsoft partner that has involved more than 200 projects, we have faced the 

necessity of such a report makes easier for accounting reporting. That report is fast, accurate and 

efficient way of dimension based reporting. For companies using financial dimensions as an 

instrument of their financial decision making process, the report assist them as a primary tool. 



For one example of usage counts of the reports we can give a sample client of us, we put a 

counter for Arkel Electronic. The result shown us, for a 100 user environment, our report has 

been executed more than 20000 times for 2019. So this report is for all acounting, finance and 

budgeting departments.   

Financial reporting per selected dimension 

Financial reporting per currency code 

Financial reporting with or without opening / closing transactions 

Financial reporting for multiple dimension 

 


